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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an informed source separation technique of
monophonic mixtures. Although the vast majority of the sepa-
ration methods are based on the time-frequency energy of each
source, we introduce a new approach using solely phase informa-
tion to perform the separation. The sources are iteratively recon-
structed using an adaptation of the Multiple Input Spectrogram In-
version (MISI) algorithm from Gunawan and Sen. The proposed
method is then tested against conventional MISI and Wiener filter-
ing on monophonic signals and oracle conditions. Results show
that at the cost of a larger computation time, our method outper-
forms both MISI and Wiener filtering in oracle conditions with
much higher objective quality even with phase quantization.

1. INTRODUCTION

Audio source separation has recently drawn a lot of interest,
mainly because of its potential multimedia applications. In par-
ticular, audio source separation can be a vital component of ac-
tive listening: the ability for a listener to modify the way music is
mixed by changing the volume or spatial location of its composing
tracks, the so-called sources. In order to perform active re-mixing,
the user has to have access to the separated tracks of the mixture,
which is problematic if they are lost, or not delivered to the general
public. In this case, blind source separation (BSS) is used in order
to recover the tracks. However, while blind source separation tech-
niques (e.g. [1]) have made tremendous progress, they still cannot
guarantee a sufficient quality or fast-enough implementation.

The recent paradigm of Informed Source Separation (ISS) ad-
dresses these limitations in specific conditions. This approach uses
compacted (quantized [2]) information about the priorly known
separated tracks and embeds this information in an easy to read
and popular stereo format such as WAV PCM or MPEG2/AAC.
This way, side information can be used to enhance the quality and
accelerate the separation process [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Actually, the chal-
lenge of ISS is to find the best balance between the final quality of
the separated tracks and the amount of side information, so that it
can easily be transmitted alongside the mix, or even watermarked
into it. All these techniques are based on the same principle: cod-
ing energy information about each source in order to facilitate the
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posterior separation. Sources are then recovered by adaptive fil-
tering of the mixture which leads to limited reconstruction quality,
even in the so-called oracle condition, when the prior information
(in general, the energy of each source) is perfectly known. Other
methods such as [7] are not bounded, but rely on joint posterior
coding of both phase and magnitude relative to the mixture.

The motivation of this article is to propose a dual approach of
ISS on monophonic mixtures, using solely the phase information
of each source to perform the separation and to reach better quality
than any separation method based on power spectrogram only. In
order to perform such phase-based ISS, an iterative reconstruction
technique adapted to source separation known as Multiple Input
Spectrogram Inversion (MISI - [8]) is modified to use the phase
information. The coding approach of ISS will not be addressed
and methods will be compared considering infinite side-info bit
rate. However, phase quantization will be considered.

The article is structured as follows. First, the principles of
magnitude-based ISS and signal reconstruction are presented on
Section 2. Then, the proposed method of phase-based ISS (P-ISS)
is detailed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental setup
used to evaluate the method and Section 5 discusses the results.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. MAGNITUDE-BASED ISS

In this study, we only consider monophonic mixtures where J
sources sj(t), j = 1 . . . J , are linearly mixed into the mix sig-
nal m(t) =

P
j sj(t).

2.1. Wiener filtering

If the signals are stationary and the local time-frequency (TF) vari-
ances of all sources are known, then the individual source sj(t)
can be estimated from the mix m(t) of the Short-Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) M using a generalized time-frequency Wiener
filter. Take, for instance, the energy of the STFT, noted |Sj(t, f)|2,
j = 1 . . . J as the variance. Computing the Wiener filter is
then equivalent to computing the relative energy contribution of
the source j with respect to the total energy of the sources. At a
given time-frequency bin (t, f), the estimated source ŝj(t) is then:

ŝj(t) = STFT−1

»
M(t, f)

|Sj(t, f)|2P
k |Sk(t, f)|2

–
. (1)
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2.2. Iterative signal reconstruction

By construction the Wiener filtering framework satisfies the so-
called re-mixing constraint

P
j s̃j(t) = m(t). However, the phase

is not estimated: only the magnitude |Ŝj(t, f)| of each source
is estimated by this adaptive Wiener filter, and the reconstruction
uses the phase of the mixture. This limits the separation quality.

To this extent, iterative reconstruction frameworks such as the
Griffin and Lim technique (G&L [9]) have been proposed [10, 11].
By iteratively constraining the magnitude of a TF redundant rep-
resentation, one can partially recover the phase of a signal (see
[12] for a complete review). The Multiple Input Spectrogram In-
version (MISI, [8]) has especially been proposed to allow iterative
reconstruction of signals in a source separation framework when
knowing the amplitude of each source STFT |Sj(t, f)|. At each
iteration k, source reconstruction "à la G&L" generates a remix
error Ek = M −

P
Ŝ

(k)
j . This error is distributed on each source

to correct the phase pattern so that :

ŝ
(k+1)
j = STFT−1

»
|Sj |ei∠(Ŝ

(k)
j +Ek/J)

–
Results obtained with MISI are very good, but require the perfect
knowledge of the source magnitude STFT |Sj |, which is problem-
atic when such data has to be quantized or factorized [2] to be
embedded with or watermarked to the mix signal.

However, it has also been shown in [13] that using G&L
with phase information led to overall better reconstruction qual-
ity than with magnitude only in a similar way to [14] but applied
to compact time-frequency representations. Since to the best of
our knowledge, no existing method performs phase-based ISS, we
propose in the next section a modified MISI algorithm that uses
solely the phase information of each source to separate them from
the mixture. In order to take embedding constraints into account,
we also consider possible quantization of the phase.

3. PHASE-BASED ISS

3.1. Adapting MISI

MISI uses a G&L iteration framework but adds a supplementary
phase correction step using the remix error Ek. When dealing
with phase-based ISS (PB-ISS), the phase only can be constrained
and therefore the reconstruction error has to be distributed on the
magnitude. We choose to initialize the estimated source magni-
tude STFT with the magnitude STFT from the mixture. Note that
because we do not code the energy of the sources, we are totally
immune to the energy relations between them (the mixing coeffi-
cients) provided that they are scalar.

The dual algorithm then differs on two points :
1. The phase is constrained and the magnitude is reconstructed
2. The re-mix errorEk is distributed on the magnitude of each

estimated source.
Note that the proposed method uses an offline implementation

based on the original G&L algorithm, it should however be eas-
ily implemented in real time using fast algorithms doing similar
iterative constrained reconstruction (e.g [10, 11]).

3.2. Compacting the phase information

Phase information can be compacted using various techniques, and
notably using phase delay and group delay. In order to simplify

this study, we only consider uniform quantization of the phase with
a step QΦ designated by the operator UQΦ [.]. The transmitted
phase used for initialization is then Φ̂

(0)
j = UQΦ [Φj ].

When the phase information is quantized, direct application
of MISI is problematic because the signal is constrained to wrong
values. Therefore, one can not directly constrain the phase to the
exact initial quantized value. At each iteration step the goal is
rather to shift the estimated phase so that it remains in the close
neighborhood of the original quantized value. This can be simply
implemented by adding the quantization residual to the original
phase quantization value, that is :

Φ̂
(k+1)
j = Φ̂

(k)
j − UQΦ [Φ̂

(k)
j ] + Φ̂

(0)
j (2)

3.3. Proposed algorithm

The proposed algorithm of PB-ISS consists in the following steps:

1. Consider the quantized phase information Φ
(0)
j of each

source sj using step QΦ and the monophonic mixture m
of STFT M .

2. Initialize the estimated source spectrograms with the ampli-
tude |M | of the mix and the quantized phase Φ̂

(0)
j so that:

Ŝ
(0)
j = |M |eΦ̂

(0)
j .

3. Perform G&L : Ṡ(k+1)
j = STFT [STFT−1[Ŝ

(k)
j ]]

4. Constrain the phase Φ̂
(k+1)
j of Ṡ(k+1)

j within the quantiza-
tion step QΦ as given by equation (2).

5. Distributes the reconstruction error Ek+1 = M −P
j Ṡ

(k+1)
j to each estimated STFT amplitude:

Ŝ
(k+1)
j = |Ṡ(k+1)

j +
Ek+1

J
|eΦ̂

(k+1)
j

6. Finally, when the number of iteration has reached an arbi-
trary maximum K, output ŝj = STFT−1[Ŝ

(K)
j ]

4. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments are performed on a database of 2 different mono-
phonic linear instantaneous stationary (LIS) music mixtures under
creative commons. The first mixture is composed of 5 sources:
lead voice, drums, bass, guitar and synthesizer. The second mix-
ture is composed of 7 sources : lead voice, snare track (sn), bass,
bass drum (bd), backing vocals, first guitar and second guitar. The
proposed method is tested against the Wiener filter, the MISI tech-
nique and PB-ISS without error distribution (independent phase
only G&L reconstruction) all in oracle conditions. All these meth-
ods are based on the same original TF distribution (STFT). There-
fore, other iterative reconstruction algorithm based on different
phase distributions (e.g. [14]) will not be tested.

Six different phase quantization steps are used, as power of
two from 2 to 64, but a seventh testing conditions with no quanti-
zation is also used (designated as a "NO" quantization step). We
used a 2048 point STFT with half sinus analysis window and 50%
overlap. The results are assessed using the three objective criteria
of the BSS Eval toolbox [15] : Source to Distortion Ratio (SDR),
Source to Interference Ratio (SIR) and Source to Artifact Ratio
(SAR).
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Figure 1: Averaged results. SDR, SIR and SAR are given as a function of the iteration number (one point every ten iteration) for each of
the four methods : Wiener filter, MISI and PB-ISS without error distribution, PB-ISS at oracle conditions and for 6 levels of quantization.
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Figure 2: SDR on oracle PB-ISS for 2000 iterations on M2.

Results are presented in Figure 1. SDR, SIR and SAR are
presented as a function of the iteration number of the considered
method. In the case of Wiener filter, only one value is given.
Wiener filter is represented as a bold black line, MISI as a thin
black line and the proposed method is presented using annotated
dashed line for each testing condition with quantization steps.

From an overall distortion (SDR) or artifact (SAR) point of
view, the MISI reconstruction outperforms the Wiener filter start-
ing from iteration 25, but PB-ISS becomes better from iteration 40.
The oracle PB-ISS outperforms the Wiener filter by up to 12dB
of SDR at 250 iterations, and outperforms MISI by 7dB approx-
imately. In terms of interference (SIR), the Wiener filter is much
faster outperformed by MISI or PB-ISS. Results of MISI are 15dB
higher and results of PB-ISS in oracle conditions are up to 20dB
higher than the oracle Wiener filter. PB-ISS outperforms MISI
only from the 120th iteration. This is expected because PB-ISS
is initialized with the mixture amplitude, producing a lot of inter-
ferences especially when the original source is muted. Moreover,
G&L reconstructions tend to reconstruct interferences signals out
of phase with the originals, which are then seen as artifacts by BSS
Eval. PB-ISS without error distribution proposes poor results.

As visible in Figure 1, quantization lowers the performances
of PB-ISS. With 2 quantization steps (a maximum error of π), the
information used for the separation is equivalent to only knowing
the phase sign of each TF bin. In those conditions the results are
poor and not improved by increasing the number of iterations be-
yond 20, it is however sufficient to outperform the Wiener filter in
terms of SIR. Considering SDR and SAR, 16 quantization steps
are needed to outperform the Wiener filter whereas 32 quantiza-

tion steps are needed to outperform MISI. Increasing the number
of quantization steps also increases the reconstruction quality.

5. DISCUSSION

In oracle conditions, PB-ISS allows a better quality reconstruction
than both Wiener filter and MISI, but at the cost of a slower con-
vergence, therefore needing more computation power. More im-
portantly, especially in Figure 2, we can see that PB-ISS presents
a ceiling in reconstruction which is much higher than the two other
methods. For M2, the ceil is reached at approx. 1700 iterations and
35dB of SDR. This shows the potential of phase information for
signal separation or reconstruction should it be properly modeled.
The results of the oracle PB-ISS without error distribution show
the paramount importance of step 5 of the algorithm.

Audio examples are available online1. Original and recon-
structed sources of the second mixture are given for the Wiener
filter and the two iterative methods for three iteration values (10, 40
and 200) all in Oracle conditions. On top of that, the 2000 iteration
point for PB-ISS is also given. Audio samples for the 6 levels of
phase quantization PB-ISS at 40 iteration are also given. Contrary
to spectrogram based ISS, PB-ISS tends to increase SIR by remov-
ing the interferences using the phase constraint. At each iteration,
the target source is enhanced and interfering sources are removed.
This effect leads to much less "subjective" musical noises but a
decreased aspect of "cleanness" of the separation: the source are
harder isolated. This should however not be a problem in an ac-
tive listening framework where the sources are not intended to be
listened to separately but rather remixed. The audible saturation
shows that the reconstruction is not gain controlled, but the gain
eventually converges to the original value.

Detailed results in oracle conditions are shown in Figure 3 for
two iteration numbers: the approximate SDR crossing point be-
tween the three methods (40 iterations) and the higher 200 itera-
tions point. At 40 iterations, PB-ISS does not always outperform
the other two methods, but leads to more consistent results across
sources. For instance, the Synthesizer of Mixture 1 is hardly well
separated using magnitude-based ISS whereas PB-ISS easily gives

1http://nicolas.sturmel.com/DAFx12
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Figure 3: SDR Results per source and per mixture at 40 iterations and at 200 iterations for the three tested methods in oracle conditions.

more than 5dB SDR. This is also the case for the backing vocals
of Mixture 2. Therefore, on the average, PB-ISS is better. On
the contrary, predominant sources in the mixture such as the lead
voice, do not immediately benefit from PB-ISS. The phase of the
mixture is generally very close to the phase of the predominant
source. In this case, magnitude adaptive filtering already gives a
very high quality separation. As expected, at 200 iteration PB-ISS
outperforms other methods by at least 5dB.

The proposed method is much slower than classical Wiener
filter. In Matlab, while Wiener filtering needs approx. 0.1 second
of CPU per second of processed signal (s/s), our method needs
approx. 4 s/s at 40 iterations. However, optimization of the recon-
struction algorithm should allow real time computation.

At the exception of PB-ISS, all method are in oracle condition.
For such condition, the size of the side-information is too big to
be considered, therefore no bit rate will be given. Very small bit
rates can be achieved on spectrograms using image compression
of matrix factorization (e.g. 3 to 10kbit/source, see [2]), but such
compression on phase distributions remains to be investigated.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a new approach to informed source
separation. Whereas existing ISS methods addressing monophonic
mixtures use the magnitude of the STFT to perform the separation,
we presented an algorithm that uses solely the phase information.
For this, we adapted the MISI technique to suit our needs and
tested the proposed Phase-based ISS (PB-ISS) against MISI and
the Wiener filter both in oracle condition (i.e. knowing perfectly
the source spectrogram). We showed that our approach outper-
forms both methods up to 32 quantization steps but at higher com-
putation cost. In oracle conditions, our method presents a much
higher ceiling than other spectrogram only based ISS method do.
This indicates that phase is a valuable information of the source
signal TF representation in a source separation framework. There-
fore, further work should focus on modeling and coding this phase
information in order to develop a full ISS system. Aside from the
existing posterior coding implementation of [7], hybrid iterative
reconstruction models using both phase and spectrogram informa-
tion should also be investigated.
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